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ABSTRACT 

The way in which an industry is organized is an important aspect to be taken into account when you plan to make 

the study of a particular company. The structure of the industry influences the results of the companies that comprise it. 

The analysis must consider differences among sectors, features that also share companies; therefore the impact of each 

industry can be reflected in different ways in the firms. In this sense this paper studies the behavior of the company 

Cementos Mexicanos CEMEX. For this, an overview of the performance of the construction is presented, to which the 

company belongs. Finally, CEMEX is analyzed using Porter's diamond.  

KEYWORDS: Generic Strategies, Industry Structure, Porter´S Diamond 
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Resumen 

La forma en que se encuentra organizada una industria es un aspecto importante que debe tomarse en cuenta 

cuando se va a realizar el estudio de una empresa en particular, ya que la estructura de la primera influye en los resultados 

de las firmas que la conforman. En el análisis se debe de considerar que los sectores pueden ser diferentes unos de otros, 

características que también comparten las empresas, por lo tanto los impactos que de cada industria se deriven, se pueden 

reflejar de diferentes maneras en las empresas. En este sentido en el presente trabajo se realiza un estudio sobre el 

comportamiento de la empresa de cementos mexicanos CEMEX, para lo cual primero se presenta un análisis general del 

comportamiento de la industria de la construcción de México, a la cual pertenece dicha empresa, posteriormente se hace un 

análisis de CEMEX basado en las cinco fuerzas de Porter (1980). 

Palabras Clave: Diamante De Porter, Estrategias Genéricas, Estructura De La Industria. 

INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of the environment in which different companies are interacting with them, can identify a range of 

opportunities and threats that influence the conduct to be adopted by each of the firms. However, for companies to have a 

better view of the elements that impact performance, should also conduct a study inward on them that will identify the 

internal factors from which it is possible to build a competitive advantage (Porter, 1980). In this sense, the companies, 

through recognition of certain internal and external elements define a strategy to ensure their survival in the complex and 

changing characteristics of the environment in which they operate. 

Based on the above, emerges the structure- behavior (strategy) -result (yield) pattern, which basically means that 
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the yield obtained by a company depends on the features that have the industry in it which is competing (Porter Based on 

the above, the structure pattern emerges,1981). In this context, the industry structured etermines the behavior (strategies) of 

firms in the market (Bain, 1968), and in turn, strategies define yields. However, Porter (1981) states that to explain the 

existence of differences in returns of enterprises, it is possible to ignore the behavior and look directly into the structure of 

the sector, which according to the author it is valid because it is a simple reflection of the environment. 

Market structurere fers to certain attributes of are latively stable industry that provide the context in which 

competition takes place (Bain, 1972; and Caves, 1980). The elements of such a structure that influence business 

performance include the number and size of firms, product differentiation, barriers to entry and the elasticity of demand 

(Bain, 1968). The strategyarises from the need to guide decisions according to the position that companies have on the 

environment (Porter, 1981), and it is defined as the direction given to the resources of a firm to modify, adaptor possibly 

survive the conditions of the economic environment(VargasHernandez,GuerraGarciaBojorquezBojorquezGutierrez 

andGutierrez,2014). Finally, Porter(1981) indicates that the performance encompasses profitability, minimization of 

costsand innovation. 

At this point, it is possible to indicate that the market structure, in which a company participates, shapes the results 

to be gotten in the future, and therefore, it is necessary that senior managers make strategic decisions that will enable the 

firm to obtain the expected performance. In this context, Porter (1980) identifies a specific type of strategy, which called 

competitive strategy. This author indicates that the competitive strategy comes from the premise that the factors that shape 

the behavior of each industry influence companies. 

Something that has not been mentioned in this paper is that there is the possibility that this causation flows in the 

opposite direction, which occurs when the results of the companies within an industry, shaping the structure of the market, 

despite of that. Therefore, this case is not dealt with in this paper. However, does not imply that is minimizing the 

importance of this focus. 

From the above discussion, it appears that in 1980, Porter has a tool to analyze the structure of an industry from 

what he called the five competitive forces. These forcesare going to be the focus of this paper. However, despite the great 

contribution made by the author's analysis of industrial competition, its approach is incomplete, first, because it is based on 

a static analysis, which prevents to observe what happens in the industry with the existence of rapid changes in the 

environment. Second, because this model only allows analyzing the industry in general (Vargas-Hernández, et al., 2014) 

Therefore, it is necessary to include in the analysis the theory based on resources and capabilities as well as the institutional 

theory. However, the current study dispenses to include such approaches. 

THE TRIPOD STRATEGY 

As mentioned in the introduction, for companies to achieve to design a competitive strategy, it is necessary to 

identify some relevant factors that affect their behavior and performance. In this sense, it appears the so-called tripod of the 

strategy, which consists of the theory based on the viewpoint of the industry. A second front is the resources and 

capabilities own by the firm, same which in turn allow responding in various ways to the conditions of the economic 

environment. And finally, the analysis would not be complete without evaluation of the impact of institutions, culture and 

ethics in the behavior of individuals and businesses. However, in this first attempt, it only includes the development of 
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vision based on the theory of industry. 

The Theory Based on Industry 

Porter (1980) defines as a sector or industry, the group of companies that produce goods that are close substitutes 

for each other. Moreover, Peng(2010) provides a similar definition. For this author the industry is a group of companies or 

firms producing identical goods and services. The vision of the strategy based on the industry is supported by the five 

forces frame work developed by Porter (1980). These five forces are: The intensity of the rivalry between the competitors, 

the threat of potential entry, power trading of both suppliers and buyers and the possibility of appearing substitute products, 

which are developed below. 

The Intensity of Rivalry among Competitors 

Porter (1980) identifies some elements that considered influence the degree of rivalry among competitors. The 

author mentions the following: price competition, advertising battles, the proliferation of new products, and finally, action 

of competition and reaction of low cost. These actions tend to diminish the profits of the firms, which occurs because, as he 

argues, companies are mutually dependent. 

Another important implication to which reference is made is that the intensity of the rivalry is the result of the 

interaction of a set of structural factors, including among others, the author identifies the following: The number of 

competitors of similar size, slow growth and decay industry, high fixed or storage costs, increase production capacityin 

large quantities, the existence of high exit barriers, etc. 

The Threat of Potential Entry 

How is distributed the industry impacts the results of the companies that compose it. In this sense, the emergence 

of new competitors means that for established firms see their profits diminished. As a result of this, the owners seek to 

limit the entry of new companies, increasing the barriers to entry Porter (1980). Among which, the author identifies the 

following: advantages based on economies of scale, product differentiation, capital requirements, the disadvantage of costs 

that are independent of scale, access to distribution channels and government policy. Finally, for Peng(2010) holders are 

members who currently belong to the industry and are competing with each other. 

The Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

Porter (1980) indicates that the bargaining power of suppliersrefers to the ability that they have to raise pricesor 

reduce the quality of good sand services that the customer requires in the production chain. Peng(2010) indicates that 

suppliers are organizations that provides uch things as materials, services and labor in an industry. Finally, both Porter 

(1980) and Peng(2010) indicate that the existence off ewcompaniesthatdominate the industry and have the ability to of 

fertheseunique and different with few or no substituteproducts, is an important element to the mtoacquirea high bargaining 

power. 

The bargaining Power Of buyers 

Porter (1980) mentions that a buyer group is powerful if the following conditions are valid: it is concentrated or 

purchases large volumes relative to seller sales. Purchase products of the industry that represent a significant fraction of the 
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costs or the buy erpurchases, purchase products of the industry that are standard or undifferentiated, and the buyer has 

complete information, among others. Peng(2010) indicates that a small number of buyers lead to a strong bargaining 

power, because it puts competing suppliers, which can get better prices and quality. 

The Threat of Substitutes 

Porter (1980) mentions that the markets or segments where there are substitute products are not attractive for 

investment because of the latent risk that the profit margins of the firm or industry may be reduced. In that sense, 

companies that are already established in a market use entry barriers as a strategy to cope with the possible emergence of 

substitutes. However, replacers can occur due to two specific situations. One is that the replacers are superior in quality and 

function to existing products, and two, if switching costs are low. 

The Theory Based on Resources and Capabilities 

In this section the framework of resources and capabilities is presented. This approach suggests that differences in 

the performance of companies are caused by differences in resources and capabilities that the company has. Peng (2010) 

defined as the tangible resources and intangible assets used by a firm to choose to support their strategies. While the author 

indicates that the capabilities are the tangible and intangible assets used by firms to choose and implement their strategies. 

Peng (2010) indicates that the resource-based view focuses on aspects of value (V), rarity (R), imitation (I) and 

organization (O). 

Institutions 

The institutions are defined by North (1990) as the rules of the game governing the behavior of a society. He 

arguest hat the main purpose of institutionsis to reduceuncertainty.In that sense, it becomes a guidethat enablesgood 

performance inhumanand businessinteractions.On the other hand, the author classifiesinstitutions as formal and informal. 

Formalinstitutions are defined as the rulesthatindividuals createandinformal institutionsas the conventionsand codes of 

conduct. In this regard,Peng(2010) argues that in addition tothe conditionsat the levelof the firmand industry, policy 

makersmust takeinto account the influenceof the stateand society. 

THE GENERIC STRATEGIES 

Once the five competitive forces havebeen identified affecting the competitiveness of the company, it is necessary 

that senior management makes strategic decisions that will enable the firm to have higher yields and better performance. In 

this regard, Peng (2010) states that when a company decides to enter any industry, an option that should be considered is to 

enter industries where the five forces are weaker, which will aloe to consolidate a strong position and defensible. Porter 

(1980) provides a framework for making strategic decisions which are known as generic strategies as they are described 

below. 

The Strategy Based on cost Leadership 

Porter (1980) states that to achievecost leadership, it is necessary to have aset of functional policiesdirected 

towards this goal. Therefore, thisauthor argues thattheleadershipin costs requires buildingefficient scalefacilities, 

constantquest to reducecosts associated withthe experience, controloverhead andminimizingcostsin several areas.However, 

Peng(2010) shows that this strategyis based on offeringa product that hasthe same value asothers on the marketbutat a 
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lowerprice.This authoridentifies twodisadvantages. Firstly, the possibility of beingexceededin costs, resulting continuous 

reductions, and on the other, thatthe relentlessfightto reduce costshave negativeimpacts onconsumer welfare. 

The Strategy Based on Differentiation 

According toPorter(1980), differentiation can takevarious dimensionsranging frombrand image, technology,and 

customer serviceanddistribution networkamong others.This strategy is basedon providingconsumers with products thatare 

valuableto themanddifferent, and from this, ensure that consumersare willingto pay a higherpurchaseprice. Peng(2010) 

indicates that this approachhas two disadvantages.Firstlong-termproduct differentiationcannot be maintained, and on the 

other, one must be carefulthatrival firmsfail tomimic products. 

The Strategy Based on the Approach 

This strategy focuseson coveringa specificindustry segment, which can be according tothe product lineorin a 

geographical area. Porter(1980) argues that the strategy ofapproach cantake many forms. Further he suggests thatdifferent 

fromthe other two strategiesis thatthe focus isonlyona particular target, this occurs because it is assumedthat the companyis 

able to servemore efficiently toits strategic objectivemanner whenattendingonepointthat when trying toaddressthe 

generality. 

The Construction Industry in Mexico 

For this section it must be remembered that several authors have mentioned in theory, that the behavior of the 

industry where a company is located, shapes the behavior and performance of the same. In this sense, this section analyzes 

how the construction industry behaves in Mexico, for which data on the total gross production INEGI (2015) were obtained 

and proceeded to develop the concentration index of Herfindahl - Hirshman (HHI) at national level.  Results were obtained 

in a value equal to 0.13 for the HHI, indicating that the structure of the industry tends to be oligopolistic. 

Table 1 show that the total gross output of the construction industry nationwide is concentrated in firms with more 

than thirty employees, except for companies employing five hundred to a thousand and one workers. To make this 

selection the average participation by stratum is 0.08 (8%) and was chosen levels that showed a higher participation than 

the average.  Something that is important to note is that the participation of the five selected categories explained 74% of 

the total gross output of the industry. 

Table 1: National Data to calculate the her find ahl-Hirshman Index (HHI) 

 
               Source: Own elaboration with data from Censos Económicos 2009. INEGI 

According to the theory, one of theelements thathave an importantcharacterwhen itseeks to explainthe behaviorof 

a firm with in an industry is the number of competitors participating in it. In the case of Mexico's construction sector, Table 
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2 shows that the concentration of competitorsis incompanies that have fewer than 50 employees, whose 

participationadds85%.Againthe approach that was taken into account was to select the layers that are above average. 

 

Table 2: Number of Economic Units in Construction Industry (National) 

 
Source: Own elaboration with data from the Censo Económico, 2009. INEGI 

On the other hand, something that is importantto point outis thatthere is a differencebetween the number 

ofeconomic unitsreported by the2009Economic CensusINEGI,in contrastto the one provided by theNational 

StatisticsDirectory of EconomicUnits (DENUE, 2014), which it isalsoissued by theNational Institute of Statistics and 

Geographical(INEGI). Another differencethat arises isthe number of stratausedfor classifyingthe size of theeconomic 

units.The information obtainedhad to beorganizedfrom dynamictables fortotals bystrata. 

Chart 1is shown below, from it whichcan be saidthat2014hadrecorded 20.330economic unitsrelatedto 

theconstruction industryinMexico, andthat of allof these units,7,938(39.05%) were between 0 to 5employees, 

while3,090(15.20%) had between 6and 10employees, and there are 5,378(26.45%) firmsthat have between11 and30 

workers, and identified1,528(7.52%) companies that have between31and 50workers. 

 

Figure 1 

On the other hand, it is known that 1,198 (5.89%) recorded between 51 to 100 employees while 737 (3.63%) are 

between 101 and 250 people working. Finally there are 461 (2.27%) companies employing 251 people or more. Nationally, 

the concentration of economic units are located in companies employing fewer than thirty people, which represents (85%) 

of the existing economic units. 

An important consideration is that not all states are facing the same economic conditions. Therefore, it was 

considered important to develop Figure 2, with the intention of observing the states which have the largest number of 

economic units in the Mexican republic. For practical reasons, there have been considered taking into account only the 
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states with more than 1,000 economic units, without downplay the involvement of others. In this sense, it can be seen that 

the Federal District (key E.9) has 1,839 firms. The second state is Nuevo Leon (Key E.19) with 1,307. The third is Jalisco 

(key E.14) with 1,300. Finally, the state of Guanajuato (Key E.11) has 1,022 signatures. 

 

Source: Own elaboration with data from Directorio Estadístico Nacional de Unidades Económicas. DENUE. INEGI 

Figure 2: Composition of Economic Units by States 

From the above it is possible to advance one of the conclusions of the analysis that should emerge later and will be 

in relation to the company Cementos Mexicanos (CEMEX). This lies in stating that CEMEX has taken as strategic centers 

to Mexico City, Nuevo Leon and Jalisco for the production and distribution of its products, which has been a foundation 

for expansion. In this sense, then analyzing the industry for only three states that are of interest, takes place, stating that 

these are important centers of location, and companies that can position in these markets have an advantage over others. 

The Construction Industry in the Federal district 

In the caseof theFederalDistrict, theconstruction industryis concentratedmainlyin companiesemploying fewer 

thanthirty people, sothat onlybusinesses withfive orfewer employeesaccount for 50% of the sector.While on the 

otherhand,it appears thatfirmsemployingthirtyemployees or lessaccount for 79% of existingeconomic units.This tells 

thatthere is ahigh concentration ofmicro and smallcompanies.The sectionconsistsof 1,839economicunits inthe 

regionandthevisualdescription can be obtainedby reviewingfigure 3. 

 

Source: Own elaboration with data of  the Directorio Estadístico Nacional de Unidades Económicas. DENUE. INEGI 

Figure 3: Economic Units in the Construction Industry of the  

Federal District; Percentages by Strata of Employed People 

A further description of Figure 3, suggests that by 2014, from the total 1,839ofeconomic unitsrelatedto the 
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construction industry in the Federal District, 910 (49.48%) employed between 0 and5 employees, while 220(11.96%) had 

between 6and 10employees. Besides, there are 320 (17.40%) firms that indicated to havebetween11 and30 workers, and 

were identified 130(7.07%) companies that had between 31 and50 workers. Also,it is known that99(5.38%) employed 51 

to 100employeeswhile81(4.40%) were between 101 and250people working. Finally, there are 79(4.30%) companies 

employing251 peopleor more. 

The Construction Industry in Nuevo León 

Another center of economic development of the country is undoubtedly Nuevo Leon. In this sense, the Economic 

Census analyzes how the construction industry in this state behaves. To provide a visual support was drawn figure 4.  

 

Source: Own elaboration with data from Directorio Estadístico de Unidades Económicas. DENUE. INEGI 

Figure 4: Economic Units in the Construction Industry of Nuevo  

León Percentages per Strata of Employed People 

The results indicate that the construction industry behaves in a similar manner as in the case of the Federal 

District. In the case of Nuevo Leon, it shows that the highest concentration is in companies with thirty or fewer employees, 

who represents 81% of economic units registered in the region. This industry comprises 1,307 registered economic units in 

the DENUE (DENUE, 2014) 

In the case of Figure 4, it can be said that of the total (1307) of economic units related to the construction industry 

in Nuevo Leon, 512 (39.17%) economic units have 0 to 5 employees, while 190 (15.54%) have between 6 and 10 

employees. Besides, there are 352 (26.93%) firms that have between 11 and 30 workers, and were identified 87 (6.66%) 

companies with between 31 and 50 workers. Furthermore, it is known that 93 (7.12%) have 51 to 100 employees, while 43 

(3.29%) are between 101 and 250 people working. Finally there are 30 (2.30%) companies employing 251 people or more. 

The Construction Industry in Jalisco 

Now, it's time to study the behavior of the construction industry in Jalisco. The results indicate that the same 

pattern as in the two cases presented above, the Federal District and Nuevo Leon presents this same pattern. This pattern is 

that the concentration of economic units is located in companies with fewer than 30 employees, which together explain 

83% of the total. The construction industry in Jalisco is comprised of a total of 1,300 companies registered in the National 

Statistics Directory of Economic Units (DENUE, 2014) provided by the INEGI. From the data obtained the following chart 

was developed. 
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Source: Own elaboration with data from Directorio Estadístico Nacional de Unidades Económicas. DENUE. INEGI 

Figure 5: Economic Units in Construction Industry of  

Jalisco: Percentages by Strata of Employed Personnel 

In figure 5, it can be seen that there are a total of 1,300 economic units related to the construction industry in the 

state, of which 450 (34.62%) had between 0 and 5 employees in Jalisco, while 222 (17.08%) they had 6-10 people 

working. Besides, there are 315 (24.23%) firms dealing with 11-30 workers and also have identified 99 (7.62%) companies 

with between 31 and 50 employees. On the other hand, it is known that 105 (8.08%) had 51-100 employees, while 60 

(4.62%) had between 101 and 250 working people. Finally, 49 (3.77%) companies were employing 251 people or more. 

HISTORY OF CEMEX 

CEMENTOS MEXICANOS (CEMEX)The companywas founded in1906(CEMEX,2015)and overthe yearshas 

positionedbothdomestically, and internationally. This company is dedicatedto the production ofcement, concrete 

andconstruction-relatedproducts.An important observation isthat in1985CEMEXproductionexceededone milliontons per 

yearonlywith the operationof three of itsplants, namelytheplantMonterrey, GuadalajaraandTorreongroundfloors (CEMEX, 

2015)which is consistentwiththeresults obtainedin the previous section.Fromindustry analysis, itwas possible to 

observethat threeplaces, Mexico City, Nuevo Leon andGuadalajaraconcentratethe greater number ofeconomic units. 

IMPLEMENTATI ON OF THE FIVE FORCES FRAMEWORK OF THE  COMPANY "CEMEX" 

As described in this study, it is important that companies assess the impact that the economic environment may 

have on their future performance, which should be complemented by the development of an internal analysis. This 

complementarity will allow firms to identify on one hand the threats and opportunities prevailing in the environment as 

well as the strengths and weaknesses that will allow coping or succumbing to complex situations. Thus, from the 

conjunction of both external factors and internal, companies can identify opportunities and mitigate risks, becoming more 

competitive in their daily action. Thus, in this section shall be carried out applying the five forces framework to the case of 

CEMEX. 

Intensity of Rivalry from Competitors 

The market forcement, concrete and its derivatives inMexico is made up ofat least sixparticipating firms. Among 

them, itis possible to identifythree of themcompetingglobally,for exampleCEMEX,Holcim-Apasco 

andLafarge(CANACEM, 2015). However, in the case ofMexico, it appears thatisCEMEXwho leadsthe sharesin that 

market.In this regard,the companyhas fifteenplants distributedthroughout thenational territory(CANACEM, 2015). 
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Besides, it produces nearly 50% of all cement is distributed inthe domestic market(El Financiero, 2014). 

Table 3: Number of Floor Grounds by Company 

 

     Source: Own elaboration with data from CANACEM 

Among the closest rivals of CEMEXit is possible to identifyHolcim-Apasco whohas sevenproduction facilities in 

Mexico(CANACEM, 2015), and is capableof producing18.89% (Holcim -Apasco, 2015)ofthecountry's cementdemand. On 

the other hand,theCooperativa Cruz Azul (Cooperative Blue Cross) has four floors (CANACEM, 2015) and is capable of 

producing18.29%.Grupo Cementosde Chihuahuahas threeplants (CANACEM, 2015)andbrings to marketthe12.89% 

(AmericasBusiness InsightinLatinAmerica, 2015); whileCementosMoctezumaalso has threeplants (CANACEM, 2015), 

however, onlyit has the capacityto produce2.7%(Cementos Moctezuma,2015). 

Finally, the case of Cementos Fortaleza,which has aproduction capacity of3.3% (CNN Expansion, 2014)and 

hasonly two floors(CANACEM, 2015).Theinstalled productioncapacityof cement inMexicois60.6million tons(High Level, 

2013). A clearervisiondescribed, can be seenin Table3 andFigure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Production Capacity (Annual Tons.) and Proportion of the Markets of Cements in México 

Source: Own elaboration with data from El Financiero (2014) for the case of CEMEX; Americas Business Insight 

in Latin America. Date of consultation (May, 2015) for the case of GCC. Holcim-Apasco. Date of consultation (May, 

2015). CNN Expansion (2014) for the case of Cementos Fortaleza, Cementos Moctezuma. Date of consultation (May, 

2015). High Level (2015) installed capacity of production of cement in Mexico 

It seems that CEMEX has no potential rivals in the market for cement, concrete and its derivatives in Mexico. 

However, it but must pay special attention to two specific firms. First, the case of Holcim-Apasco, a company that through 
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intense advertising campaigns tries to have a greater influence in this market. Second, the case of the Cooperative Blue 

Cross company, with three production plants less than Holcim-Apasco, it has the ability to produce a similar amount to the 

Swiss company. 

The Threat of Potential Entry 

The threat of new competitor’s entries to the market of cement, concrete and its derivatives in Mexico is very low, 

because within the industry it involves three of the most important companies worldwide.This generates in the first place, 

the impossibility to compete against low costs that these firms obtain by producing scale. Another important aspect is that 

marks and brands of these firms placed on the market already have some recognition, something that would have to get a 

firm to begin operations. Therefore, these companies have both the facility and the ability to generate high barriers to entry 

for those seeking to enter the market. 

This can be easily sustained just by looking at the history of CEMEX, where it went from the use of furnaces of 

one step and dry process to ovens preheated of two-stage process, and from these to the furnaces with pre-heater and four 

stages of electrostatic precipitator. Importantly to remark that the pre-heaters of four stages of furnaces reduced installation 

costs so that once CEMEX benefited from the reduction of such costs. Finally, following the use of pre-heating furnaces 

with four stages and pre-calciner CEMEX experienced a major technological advance again that allowed decreasing 

installation costs as well as therelated with expenditure of parts (CEMEX , 2015). 

The Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

For thispaper it has been seenthat somesuppliersof CEMEXhave a highbargaining power. Inthis tier arethose that 

provideinputs related to the productionofcement, concrete and derivatives.Here are also located thesamecompaniesthat 

provide servicemaintenance and repairthe machinesused inthe production process, among others.These suppliersare 

empoweredbyCEMEXthat is critical fortheirproduction processesto behaveproperly,ifthe companyfails toget the inputsto 

maintain productionor itsfurnaces weredamaged,it would facea situationof decliningprofits.On the other hand, suppliers 

that do not havehighbargaining powerare those that providegoods and servicesnot directly related tothe production 

processof this company 

The Bargaining Power of Buyers 

Based on information obtained in Section III in which the construction industry in Mexico is analyzed, it can be 

said that 2014 had record of 20.330 economic units related to the construction industry in Mexico. One of the results 

obtained in section III was that the concentration of economic units is in companies with fewer than 30 employees, where 

83% of the total industry is concentrated.Therefore, it has been considered within this set of economic units are the 

customers of CEMEX and hypothetically states that are close to 8,945. It is said hypothetically because that amount is 

obtained by multiplying the total units by the percentage of market share that has CEMEX. Following this, one can say the 

bargaining power of buyers is low. However, there remains the question to know what stratum customers are located, 

which in turn would identify if the bargaining power that is different depending the size of the firm. 

The Threat of Substitutes 

Excelsior (2012) indicates that a group of Mexican businessmen has developed a construction product which it 
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has been called MasaRoca, as cited in the article. This product exceeds the characteristics of traditional concrete, because it 

retains the adhesive qualities and coagulants which have traditional concrete. Among the benefits listed for that product it 

is to be pliable which allows it to be used in difficult areas to work without the need for centering. In addition, it does not 

require waterproofing harden because its porosity permits the passage of gas but not the water. 

Furthermore, LR La Republica (2014) mentions that the company Cementos Argos, is developing what it is called 

the green cement, which is a substitute for traditional cement and is made from fly ash from coal-fired thermal plants. 

Based on these references it is important to note that despite the existence of some traditional cement substitute products, 

they do not currently represent a significant threat in the use of this product. However, it is necessary that CEMEX note 

some considerations that allow it to respond appropriately to the appearance of potential replacements in the future. 

APPLICATION OF THE CASE OF CEMEX GENERICSTRATEGIES 

The cost Leadership strategy 

In reviewing the history of CEMEX, it is possible to identify thatthe companyhasused the strategy of cost 

leadership during various stages of its life. This comes to light by observing how the company has been 

concernedthroughouttimeto expandtheir product linesbothin installedplants, accompanied by the productionof furnaces 

withmoreproduction capacity,which also havebetter technology,whichin turn allowsreducinginstallation, maintenance and 

repaircosts, as by geographicarea, placing new plantsat strategic pointsthat allow it tocovermarketslocatednearby,thus 

reducingdistribution costs. 

The Strategy of Differentiation 

As forthe differentiation strategy, CEMEX has severalbrands,distributed throughoutthe national territory. In 

addition to thatin 2001, the company launches, Construramawhich is achain of storeslocated inMexico, whichis dedicated 

to supplying and providingbuilding materials. On the other hand, in this same year, the company madean important 

twiststep inimplementing theirsales strategies,becausestarted servingtheir customersonline. Finally, another element that 

demonstrates theuseof differentiationis thatat various stages, the company has acquiredtechnology thatenables it to 

innovateinits production processes. (CEMEX, 2015). For some details see table 4 below. 

Table 4: Brands Distributed by CEMEZ México 

 

Source: Own elaboration with data from CEMEX (2015). 

The Strategy of Focus 

Regarding the strategy based on product lines focus, CEMEX has various types of cement focused on meeting the 

needs of the different regions of the country. For example, it offers the Portland Cement Composite Impercem, which is 

focused to work under wetambient. Also,it features the Portland Cement Resistant to Sulfates, which is used in the 
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construction of canals, dams, drainage or similar environments (CEMEX, 2015). In Table 5 it is specified each product and 

its area of focus. Then the geographic areas in which each product is distributed are described below. 

Table 5 

 

CEMEX Cement Monterrey, this brand is distributed in Coahuila, Durango, Zacatecas, SLP, Nuevo Leon and 

Tamaulipas. CEMEX Tolteca Cement, this brand is available in Nayarit, Colima, Jalisco, Michoacán, State of Mexico, 

Queretaro, Hidalgo, Mexico City, Puebla, Tlaxcala, Guerrero, Oaxaca, Morelos and Chiapas. CEMEX Cement Anahuac is 

positioned in Veracruz. CEMEX cement Gallo, distributed in Baja California and Baja California Sur. CEMEX Cement 

Gallo, available in the state of Sonora; CEMEX Cement Centenario, is sold only in Sinaloa. CEMEX Cement Maya is 

distributed in the states of Campeche, Quintana Roo and Yucatan (CEMEX, 2015). 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, from the result that throws the concentration index of Herfindahl - Hirshman (HHI), which was 

performed with the data of TotalGross Production, it can be said that the structure of the construction industry in Mexico 

tends to be oligopolistic.This proved by seeing that in this country, the production of materials such as cement, concrete 

and related products is carried out by six companies, among which is CEMEX, which has about 44 % of market share. 

Moreover, evidence obtained from the processing of the number of economic units registered in the DENUE 

(2014) indicate that in the construction industry of Mexico there are three geographical areas of great interest, namely 

Mexico City, Nuevo Leon and Jalisco. The proportion of economic units of these three states together is equivalent to 

about 22% of the total industry. In the case of CEMEX, these states have served as strategic points to serve nearby 

markets, which have been a foundation for geographical expansion both within Mexico, as at company level. 

The industry analysis that was conducted at the three aforementioned states, it is observed a repetitive pattern, 

which is that the concentration of economic units is in enterprises employing less than 30 workers. This represents about 

83% of such Units. The importance that this has for CEMEX is likely that in this sector a large proportion of its customers 

are found, so it is important to pay special attention to what happens there now. Based on the framework of the five forces, 

it seems that CEMEX currently has no potential rivals in the market for cement, concrete and its derivatives in Mexico. 

However, if CEMEX wants to keep the results it has achieved, should not neglect what they are doing their competitors, 

especially those with strong positions internationally, as in the case of Lafarge and Holcim Apasco. 

As for the threat of new competitor’s entries to the market of cement, concrete and its derivatives in Mexico, it is 

concluded that it is very low, because in the sector involved three of the most important companies worldwide.This is 

generating the inability to compete against low cost of producing to gain scale of these firms, their experience, and the fact 
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of facing high barriers to entry. 

 

In the case of bargaining power of suppliers, it is concluded that only those that provide inputs directly related to 

the production process they are acquired at high levels, which does not happen with other suppliers. Regarding the 

bargaining power of buyers, it is concluded that it is low given the high number of economic units identified in the 

industry. Speaking of threats of substitutes, the results indicate that in recent years has increased the interest in developing 

materials based on other inputs, and that they are of higher quality. However, currently they are not an issue for CEMEX 

and companies in the industry, although this fact does not mean or anything, that these actions are not to be taken into 

account. 

Finally, it is clear that CEMEX been known to use the generic strategies proposed by Porter to develop some of 

the competitive advantages over its competitors. In that vein becomes possible to identify that the company has used the 

strategy of cost leadership during various stages of its productive life. On the other hand, evidence of the use of the 

differentiation strategy can also be found through the placement of various brands in different regions of Mexico, as well 

as how to serve customers. And finally, CEMEX focuses on adapting its products to the different needs of the regions 

where it places its brands. 
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